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Abstract With advances in multimedia technologies and the proliferation of smart phone,
digital cameras, storage devices, there are a rapidly growing massive amount of multimedia
data collected in many applications such as multimedia retrieval and management system,
in which the data element is composed of text, image, video and audio. Consequently,
the study of multimedia near duplicate detection has attracted significant concern from
research organizations and commercial communities. Traditional solution minwish hashing
(MinWise) faces two challenges: expensive preprocessing time and lower comparison speed.
Thus, this work first introduce a hashing method called one permutation hashing (OPH) to
shun the costly preprocessing time. Based on OPH, a more efficient strategy group based
one permutation hashing (GOPH) is developed to deal with the high comparison time.
Based on the fact that the similarity of most multimedia data is not very high, this work
design an new hashing method namely hierarchical one permutation hashing (HOPH) to
further improve the performance. Comprehensive experiments on real multimedia datasets
clearly show that with similar accuracy HOPH is five to seven times faster than MinWise.
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1 Introduction
Due to the proliferation of smart phone, video cameras, storage devices as well as the
development of social networks, large volumes of multimedia data associating to text, image,
video and audio have been generated by users every day. For instance, it is reported that
there are over 95 million geo-tagged photos on Flickr with a daily growth rate of around
500,000 new geo-tagged photos. As a result, in recent years variety of multimedia information
retrieval applications have emerged and become more and more popular.
As a vital component of multimedia information retrieval applications, near duplicate
detection, also known as similarity search, is a well established research topic and still
attracts lots of attention. An element is called a near-duplicate of a reference element if it is
close, according to some defined measure, to the reference element. For example, given an
image and a collection, we want to find those candidates in the collections which are most
similar to the input image based on their Jaccard similarity.
As efficient solution of multimedia near duplicate detection, MinWise approach has been
paid substantial effort in recent research literatures. For example, in text near duplicate
detection, k independent random permutations are generated to convert the words of each
document into a set of fingerprints to accelerate similarity search; similarly, in image near
duplicate detection, k independent random permutations are applied to convert the visual
words of each image into a set of fingerprints.
Though MinWise method are successful in large scale similar multimedia searching, it
still faced two critical challenges. Firstly, the preprocessing cost of MinWise can be very
expensive. To ensure the accuracy of MinWise, hundreds of independent random permuta-
tions are generated. Secondly, MinWise is time consuming, because it has to compare all
fingerprints to calculate the similarity.
In order to reduce preprocessing time of MinWise, we first introduce a hashing method
OPH, which is widely used in text search area, to multimedia near duplicate detection.
Different with MinWise, which requires hundreds of random permutation, OPH only re-
quire single permutation, which significantly reduces the time consumption during random
permutation. Based on OPH, we further divide the fingerprints into several groups, and
bring in the concept of small probability event. With the assistance of small probability
event, our proposed GOPH can terminal the comparison earlier, but with similar accuracy.
Meanwhile, we observe that most of the data are not similar to the input in real applica-
tion. Thus, based on this observation, we purpose a new hashing method namely HOPH to
further reduce the comparison time.
Contributions. The principle contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
– OPH is introduced to avoid the expensive preprocessing step of MinWise. Based on OPH,
an efficient group based algorithm called GOPH is develop to reduce the comparison
time.
– To further accelerate the search speed, we proposed a new hashing method HOPH.
– Comprehensive experiments on real and synthetic text and image datasets demonstrate
that our proposed hashing method HOPH achieve substantial improvements over Min-
Wise, OPH, but with similar accuracy.
Roadmap. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the
problem of multimedia near duplicate detection, followed by the introduction of the related
work. Section 3 describes OPH, GOPH and GOPH’s image application. Section 4 presents
HOPH, some important theoretical analysis of HOPH and its image application. Extensive
experiments are depicted in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work
In this subsection, we present some existing techniques, such as MinWise, b-bit MinWise, for
the problem of text near-duplicate detection. Then we also present some general techniques
related to image similarity computation.
2.1 Near-duplicate detection for text
Near-duplicate detection is one of the key problems in the area of database and information
retrieval. It aims to detect groups of documents with almost the same contents among
a document collection. Two documents with a great amount of shared attributes do not
necessarily count as near-duplicate. For the near-duplicate detection problem, Yang et al.[42]
proposed an instance-level constrained clustering approach. Their framework incorporates
information such as document attributes and content structure into the clustering process
to form near-duplicate clusters. Yang et al. [8,24] emphasized that the gap between rare
words term frequency in two documents should be smaller than that between common words
and their best ranking is giving by a term weighting function biased towards rare terms.
Hassanian-esfahani et al. [6] proposed a Sectional MinWise (S-MinWise) for the detection of
near-duplicate documents to enhances the MinWise data structure with information about
the location of the attributes in the document.
MinWise [2,41,23] is a locality sensitive hashing for the Jaccard similarity, which is a
most popular technique for efficiently text similarity computing. It has a wide range of
applications such as duplicate detection [7], nearest neighbor search [9], large-scale learn-
ing [12], all-pairs similarity [1], etc.. Border et al. [3] invented the MinWise algorithm for
near-duplicate web page detection and clustering. Li et al. [12] presented a simple effective
solution to large-scale learning in massive and extremely high-dimensional datasets and in-
dicated that b-bit MinWise is significantly more accurate than Vowpal Wabbit in binary
data. The major defect of MinWise algorithm and b-bit MinWise is that they require an
expensive preprocessing step, by conducting k permutations on the entire dataset [11]. Pagh
et al. [17] studied and addressed the question: How many bits is it necessary to allocate to
each summary in order to get an estimate with 1 relative error.
2.2 Similarity computation for image
Similarity computation [30,27] for image is another important technique which is focused by
a great many of researchers. The first significant problem concerning efficient similarity mea-
sure is image [34] representations. Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT for short) [15]
proposed by Lowe is a classical approach in image recognition and computer vision area. It
aims to detects and describes local features in images [14]. The SIFT descriptor is invari-
ant to uniform scaling, orientation, illumination changes and partially invariant to affine
distortion. Many studies of image processing [31,33] and retrieval [25] use it as one of the
basic methods. In order to identify and remove the most false positive matches, Zhou et
al. [46] proposed to generate binary SIFT descriptor in a given pair of the images from the
original SIFT descriptor. Zhou et al. [45] extended SIFT-based match kernels by integrating
the match functions for SIFT and CNN features [38,37,39,40]. In order to improve the per-
formance of image retrieval, they proposed a threshold exponential match kernel for CNN
features to filter out the images whose the semantic similarity is lower than the thresh-
old. To obtain enhanced performance, Zhang et al. [44] utilized 1000 semantic attributes
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to revise the vocabulary tree of SIFT descriptors in Bag-of-Word model (BoW for short),
which stores only occurrence counts of vector quantized features [19]. The Bag-of-Visual-
Word model (BoVW for short) represent a image by a set of visual words applying SIFT
descriptor and K-means clustering algorithm [16,18]. BoVW with tf − idf weighting [21]
has proven to be a very successful approach for image and particular object retrieval. Nis-
ter et al. proposed a recognition scheme by applying this modal, which scales efficiently
to a large number of objects. There are two types of searching methods based on BoVW
modal, namely the exact inverted file methods [47] and the hashing methods [4]. Hashing
methods [28,36] are used to solve the problem of image similarity measure [32] and mul-
timedia retrieval [26,29,35], which are concerned by the community. The spectral hashing
method proposed by Shao et al. [20] and the local sensitive hashing method designed by
are belong to the unsupervised hashing methods. Jain et al. [10] a method that applied a
Mahalanobis distance function that captures the imagespsila underlying relationships well.
This approach combined the MinWise method with distance metric learning. Li et al. [13]
presented a method to directly optimize the graph Laplacian by using spectral hashing
combined with a distance learning.
For problem of detection of near duplicate images, Chum et al. [5] proposed an efficient
way based on a MinWise method, which uses a visual vocabulary of vector quantized local
feature descriptors and for retrieval exploits enhanced MinWise techniques. Zhang et al. [43]
applied a parts-based representation of each scene by building Attributed Relational Graphs
(ARG) between interest points. Based on Stochastic Attributed Relational Graph Matching,
they compared the similarity of two images. Torralba et al. [22] proposed a method to
learn short descriptors to retrieve similar images from a huge database, which is based on
a dense 128D global image descriptor. Jain et al. [10] introduced a method for efficient
extension of Locally Sensitive Hashing scheme for Mahalanobis distance. Apparently, both
above approaches use bit strings as a fingerprint of the image. Philbin et al. [18] proposed
a large-scale object retrieval system and compared different scalable methods for building
a vocabulary. Besides, they introduced a novel quantization method based on randomized
trees to enhance the performance of image-feature vocabularies construction.
3 Basic Apporach
In this section, we first formally define the problem of multimedia near duplicate detection,
and then review the hashing method OPH, which is widely used in text search area, in
section 3.2. We propose an advanced hashing method called GOPH to improve the perfor-
mance of OPH in section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the image application of GOPH. Table 1
below summarizes the mathematical notations used throughout this paper.
3.1 Problem Definition
Near Duplicate. Given a multimedia data q ∈ D, any multimedia data p ∈ D such that
sim(q, p) < T is a near duplicate of q, where T is a similarity threshold. Among the available
similarity comparison function sim which might be exploited, the Jaccard similarity has
been chosed in this work, since it has been widely used in different applications. Without
loss of generality, this paper mainly consider two types multimedia data, text and image.
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Notation Definition
q a multimedia data (query)
D the multimedia dataset
T the similarity threshold
ψ a random permutation
V the whole vocabulary space
Nmb the number of “matched bins”
Neb the number of “empty bins”
Rˆmb unbiased estimator
var(Rˆmb) variance of OPH
K the bin number of the comparison part
X the number of times that the fingerprints are equal
T the number of match bin after K comparisons
ǫ the error tolerance
I the image dataset
Nmbh The number of matched bin of HOPH
Nebh The number of empty bin of HOPH
Rˆmbh The unbiased estimator of HOPH
⊗ the empty bin of OPH and HOPH
Table 1: Notations
3.2 One Permutation Hashing Review
To reduce the times of random permutation of MinWise, Ping Li el al. propose an signa-
ture named one permutation hashing in [11]. To generate hundreds of samples, traditional
signature MinWise requires hundreds of random permutation. However, only single permu-
tation is enough for OPH, which significantly reduces the time consumption during random
permutation.
One Permutation Hashing. First, a random permutation ψ is generated. For each
document Di a one permutation hashing min ψ(Di) is recorded. Consider D1, D2, D3 ⊆ V
= {0, 1, ..., 16}. Assume D1 = {1, 2, 5, 10, 12, 15}, D2 = {1, 2, 6, 10, 12, 14}, D3 = {2,
9, 10, 12, 14}, we apply the permutation ψ on the three sets and present the corresponding
ψ(D1), ψ(D2), ψ(D3) as binary (0/1) vector as what is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: One Permutation Hashing Example
Then, we divide the whole space V into k bins, and select the first non-zero element as
a sample for each bin. In some special case, if there is no non-zero element in the bin, ⊗ is
used to represent the empty bin. By this way, a random permutation of OPH can generate
k sample through k bins. Assume k=4, the sample selected from ψ(D1) is [1, 5, 10, 12],
ψ(D2) is [1, 6, 10, 12], and ψ(D3) is [2, ⊗, 9, 12]. Because we only need to compare the
sample within the same bin, we can use the smallest possible representation to represent
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the actual value. For example, for ψ(D1), the final representation is [1, 1, 2, 0]; for ψ(D2),
the final representation is [1, 2, 2, 0]; similarly, for ψ(D3), the final representation is [2, ⊗,
1, 0].
From the above example, the sets ψ(D1) and ψ(D2) have 3 identical smallest possible
representations and the estimated similarity will be 0.75, while the exact similarity is 0.5.
The sets ψ(D1) and ψ(D3) share one smallest possible representation and their similarity
estimate is 0.333 (0.375 is exact).
Finally, we introduce some important properties of OPH. Without loss of generality, we
consider two documents D1 and D2. Firstly, it is the two fundamental definition of OPH
Nmb and Neb. Nmb and and Neb represents the number of “matched bins”and the number
of “empty bins”respectively:
Nmb =
k∑
j=1
Bmb,i (1)
Neb =
k∑
j=1
Beb,i (2)
where Bmb,i and Beb,i are defined for the i-th bin, as
Bmb,i =


1 if min(ψ(D1)) = min(ψ(D2))&ψ(D1) 6= ⊗&ψ(D1) 6= ⊗ in
the i− th bin
0 otherwise
(3)
Beb,i =
{
1 if ψ(D1) = ψ(D2) = ⊗ in the i− th bin
0 otherwise
(4)
Denote ψ a random permutation: ψ : V → V . The hashed values are the two smallest
possible representation sets after applying the permutation ψ on ψ(D1) and ψ(D2). The
probability at which the two hashed values are equal is
R = Pr(min(ψ(D1)) = min(ψ(D2))) =
D1 ∩ D2
D1 ∪ D2
= Jaccard(D1,D2) (5)
Then the unbiased estimator of one permutation hashing is
Rˆmb =
Nmb
k −Neb
(6)
E(Rˆmb) = R (7)
Based on unbiased estimator, assume g = |D1 ∪ D2| the variance of OPH is
var(Rˆmb) = R(1−R)(E(
1
k−Neb
)(1 +
1
g − 1
)−
1
g − 1
) (8)
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3.3 Group Based One Permutation Hashing
Motivation. While calculating the similarity, we have to compare the fingerprints one
by one in one permutation hashing, which is time consuming. Meanwhile, one permutation
hashing is claimed to satisfy the binomial distribution in [11]. Thus, based on this property,
we design a new algorithm named group based one permutation hashing(GOPH) to reduce
the comparison time.
Basic Idea. After applying one permutation to documents, we first aggregate the gener-
ated fingerprints into n-groups. Then, from the first group to the last group, we progressively
compute the similarity between the corresponding groups, and bring in the concept of small
probability event as a filter to accelerate the comparison for the remain groups.
Assume K is the bin number of the comparison part, X is defined as the number of
times that the fingerprints are equal in comparison part, denotes as
X =
K∑
j=0
1{min(ψ(Di)) = min(ψ(Di))} (9)
Assume T is the estimator of the number of match bin after K comparisons. Because
there are only two situations: ”match” or ”unmatch” in each comparison, these two situa-
tions are opposite each other and independent from each other, and the comparison result
is not related to the results of other comparisons. Obviously, X satisfies the binomial dis-
tribution, denotes as X ∼ F (T,K). Thus, The distribution function F(x) of the variable X
is denoted as follow:
F(x) =
{∑X
j=0
(
K
j
)
T j(1− T )K−j , x < X∑K
j=X+1
(
K
j
)
T j(1− T )K−j , x ≥ X
(10)
In the following, we first introduce the concept of small probability event, then introduce
how the small probability event is used to avoid unnecessary comparison for the remain
groups.
Definition 1 (Small Probability Event) Given an error tolerance ǫ, F(x) is the dis-
tribution function of variable X , and X ∼ F (T,K), an event is called a small probability
event, if and only if F(x) ≤ ǫ.
Assume Ma indicates the excepted average match bins for each groups, and Mra rep-
resents the minimum average of the remainder groups, if the final average match bins not
less thanMa according to the current binomial distribution. Assume the event E indicates
the probability thatMra can eventually reachMa, if the probability of event E is less than
the error tolerance ǫ, we can see event E as a small probability event, and terminate the
subsequent calculation after corresponding processing. More specifically, while comparing
the value of Ma and Mra , we have the following two cases:
i) IfMra <Ma, for the remain groups, we compute whether F(Mra) is smaller than ǫ.
If F(Mra) is smaller than ǫ, we consider that it is almost impossible for these two documents
to meet the similarity requirement, label them as dissimilarity documents, and terminal the
algorithm; otherwise, we takes next group into further consideration.
ii) If Mra ≥ Ma, for the remain groups, we still compare the value of F(Mra) and
ǫ. If F(Mra) is smaller than ǫ, we consider that these two documents should be a similar
document pair, add them to result set, and terminal the algorithm; otherwise, we takes next
group into further consideration.
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Algorithm. Algorithm 1 illustrates the implementation details of the document pair
comparison based on GOPH. In Line 1,we first initialize current group number nc to 1,
current match bins Mc to 0, and calculate Ma by input value n, k
′, T . Then, for each
group of document pair (Di,Dj), we gradually calculate their similarity. From Line 3 to
Line 8, we update theMc based on current group’s information. After computing the value
ofMra in Line 9, we compare its value withMa . From Line 10 to Line 17, ifMra <Ma,
we further compare F (Mra) with ǫ, if its value is larger than ǫ, we continue to compare
the similarity of next group; Otherwise, we consider current document pair is a similar
pair, and break the algorithm. From Line 18 to Line 24, If Mra ≥ Ma, and F (Mra) is
larger than ǫ, we continue to compare the similarity of next group; Otherwise, we break
the algorithm and consider current document pair is not similar. Following is an example
of GOPH comparison algorithm.
Algorithm 1 GOPH Comparison
Input:
(Di,Dj): the document pair; T : user preferred similarity threshold, k′: bin number of each group;
n: group number of the document; ǫ: largest error tolerance; A small probability e;
Output:
O: Similar document pairs
1: l=1;Mc=0;Ma=k′T ;
2: for each group of document pair (Di,Dj) do
3: for each bins in l-th group do
4: if the bin has equal value then
5: Mc++;
6: end if
7: end for
8: l++;
9: Mra =
nk′T −Mc
n− l
;
10: if Mra <Ma then
11: if F (Mra ) > ǫ then
12: Continue;
13: else
14: O ← (Di,Dj) ;
15: Break;
16: end if
17: end if
18: if Mra ≥Ma then
19: if F (Mra ) > ǫ then
20: Continue;
21: else
22: Break;
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
Example 1 Given a document pair (Di,Dj), assume k
′=100, n=10, T =0.6, ǫ = 10−4 and
X ∼ F (T ,K). Then, the values of F (X ) for different X are shown in Table 2 and the value
ofMa is 60. Assume there are 65 bins matching in the 1-st comparison, the value ofMra is
59.4. BecauseMra <Ma, and F (Mra) is larger than ǫ, we continue to compare next group.
Assume only 5 bins matching in the 2-nd comparison, the value of Mra is 66.25. Because
Mra ≥ Ma, and F (Mra) is larger than ǫ, we continue to compare next group. Assume
in the 3-rd comparison, there are 10 bins matching, similarly, the value of Mra is 74.28.
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Table 2: Probability distribution of x ≤ X and x > X when k′=100, n=10, T =0.6
X F (x < X ) F (x ≥ X ) X F (x < X ) F (x ≥ X )
5 3.27948E-33 1 55 0.131090453 0.868909547
10 1.25639E-26 1 60 0.456705514 0.543294486
15 2.31928E-21 1 65 0.820530647 0.179469353
20 5.56419E-17 1 70 0.975217177 0.024782823
25 2.71442E-13 1 75 0.998810999 0.001189001
30 3.46422E-10 1 80 0.999983588 1.64119E-05
35 1.35466E-07 0.999999865 85 0.999999949 5.0732E-08
40 1.80415E-05 0.999981959 90 1 2.33876E-11
45 0.000881808 0.999118192 95 1 7.01609E-16
50 0.016761687 0.983238313 100 1 6.53319E-23
Because Mra ≥Ma, and F (Mra) is larger than ǫ, we continue to compare next group. In
the 4-th comparison, assume there are 10 bins matching, the value ofMra is 85. Obviously,
Mra ≥Ma, we continue to compare the value of F (x ≥ 85) and ǫ. Because the probability
of F (x ≥ 85) equals 5.0732E-08, which is smaller than ǫ, it means the probability that the
document pair (D1,D2) is a similar pair is a small probability event. Thus, we terminal the
algorithm and consider current document pair is not similar pair.
3.4 GOPH for Image Near-duplicate Detection
In this subsection, we describe how we extend the GOPH method originally developed for
text near-duplicate detection to image near-duplicate detection. We describe it using visual
words to replace visual words in the following sub-section.
Two images are near duplicate if the similarity sim(I1,I2) is higher than a given sim-
ilarity threshold T . The goal is to retrieve all images in the database that are similar to a
query image. The outline of the images are near duplicate detection algorithm is as follows:
First a list of visual words are extracted from each image. A visual word is a single number
having the property that two images I1, I2 have the same value of visual word with prob-
ability equal to their similarity sim(I1,I2). To efficient compare the visual words, a one
permutation ψ is used to evenly divide these visual words into k-bins and retrieval smallest
possible representations as fingerprints. Then, we adopt GOPH algorithm to compute the
similarity between these two fingerprint sets.
How does it work? Consider image Y = arg min ψ(Ii ∪ Ij). Since ψ is an one
permutation, each fingerprint of Ii ∪ Ij has the same probability of being the smallest
possible fingerprint. Hence, Y can be constructed from Ii ∪Ij . If Y is an fingerprint of both
Ii and Ij , i.e. Y ⊆ Ii ∩Ij , then min ψ(Ii) = ψ(Ij) = ψ(Y). Otherwise, if Y ⊆ Ii \ Ij , then
ψ(Y) < ψ(Ij); if Y ⊆ Ij \Ii, then ψ(Y) < ψ(Ii). Thus, for an one permutation ψ it follows
Pr(min(ψ(Ii)) = min(ψ(Ii))) =
Ii ∩ Ij
Ii ∪ Ij
(11)
To enhance the efficiency of comparison, the fingerprints are grouped into m-tuples.
Similar to text comparison, from the first summary to the last summary, we gradually com-
pute the similarity between the corresponding summaries, and estimate whether the remain
summaries will meet the small probability event or not. If the remain summaries meets the
small probability event, the algorithm terminals; Otherwise, we continue to calculate the
fingerprints of the next summary.
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4 Our Strategy: Hierarchical One Permutation Hashing
This section presents the Hierarchical One Permutation Hash (HOPH) for efficient multi-
modal near duplicate detection. Section 4.1 first explains the basic idea of HOPH. Then,
section 4.2 presents some theoretical analysis of HOPH, and section 4.3 discuss the image
implementation of HOPH.
4.1 Hierarchical One Permutation Hashing Overview
Different with traditional OPH, which evenly divided the whole space V into k buckets,
HOPH scheme is first grouping the original data entries into two groups, namely permuta-
tion group and division group, in each iteration. The space of each permutation group is
evenly into k′ parts, while the space of each division group is further divide into permuta-
tion group and division group sequentially, if the sub group size is greater than k′. More
specifically, assume a + b = 1, HOPH divide the space into two groups with proportion
a : b, namely (a:b)HOPH. Thus, after first iteration, the the whole space V is dividing into
two groups G1 and G2 with size
a
a+ b
V ,
b
a+ b
V respectively. Then, we divide the space
evenly into k′ parts for the first group G1. For the second group G2, we check whether the
number of data entries of its sub groups are larger than k′ after division, if all the number
is larger than k′, then HOPH continue to divide the second group into two parts with a : b;
Otherwise, HOPH terminal the division. Figure 2 shows the example of (1:1)HOPH.
Fig. 2: Hierarchical One Permutation Hashing Example
Similar to OPH, a random permutation ψ is generated firstly. For each document Di a
one permutation hashing min ψ(Di) is recorded. Consider D1, D2, D3 ⊆ V = {0, 1, ..., 16}.
Assume D1 = {1, 2, 5, 10, 12, 15}, D2 = {1, 2, 6, 10, 12, 14}, D3 = {2, 9, 10, 12, 14}, and
k′ = 2 and a : b = 1 : 1. Similar to OPH, a one permutation ψ is generated firstly. Then, we
divide the space with (1:1)HOPH into three groups. After that, we apply one permutation
ψ on the three groups and evenly divide the space into k′ buckets for each group, select
the smallest nonzero in each bucket as samples. For example, [[1, 5], [⊗, 10], [12, 15]], [[1,
6], [⊗, 10], [12, 14]], and [[2, ⊗], [9, 10], [12, 14]]. We use ⊗ to denote an empty bin, which
occur rarely while the number of nonzeros is large compared to k′.
In the example in Figure 2(which includes 3 documents), the sample selected from
ψ(D1) is [[1, 5], [⊗, 10], [12, 15]]. We re-index the elements of each bucket to use the
smallest possible representations, because only elements with the same bin number need to
be compared. For example, for ψ(D1), after re-indexing, the sample [[1, 5], [⊗, 10], [12, 15]]
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becomes [[1, 1], [⊗, 0], [0, 1]]. Similarly, for ψ(D2), the original sample [[1, 6], [⊗, 10], [12,
14]] becomes [[1, 2], [⊗, 0], [0, 0]], etc.
From the above example, the sets ψ(D1) and ψ(D2) have one identical smallest possible
representations in each subgroup and the estimated similarity will be 0.625, while the exact
similarity is 0.5. The sets ψ(D1) and ψ(D3) share one smallest possible representation and
their similarity estimate is 0.375 (0.375 is exact).
Algorithm Algorithm 2 illustrates the implementation details of the (a:b)HOPH Com-
parison for the input document pair. For presentation simplicity, we assume there are l
groups in each document, r =
a
a+ b
, Pa represents the average matched probability should
be achieve, Pr represents the excepted average matched probability for the groups haven’t
been compared, and an arrayM is used to store the number of matched bin for each group
in Line 1. For each group of document pair (Di,Dj), we gradually calculate their similarity.
From Line 3 to Line 8, we update the Ml based on the l-th group’s information. Then, we
compute the value of Pr in Line 11, we compare it with Pa. From Line 12 to Line 19, if
Pr < Pa, we further compare F (Pr ∗ k
′) with ǫ, if its value is larger than ǫ, we continue
to compare the similarity of next group; Otherwise, we consider current document pair is a
similar pair, and break the algorithm. From Line 20 to Line 26, If Pr ≥ Pa, and F (Pr ∗ k
′)
is larger than ǫ, we continue to compare the similarity of next group; Otherwise, we break
the algorithm and consider current document pair is not similar. Following is an example
of HOPH comparison algorithm.
Example 2 Given a document pair (Di,Dj), assume k
′=100, n=10, T =0.6, ǫ = 10−4 and
X ∼ F (T ,K). Then, the values of F (X ) for different X are shown in Table 2 and the value
ofMa is 60. Assume there are only 40 bins matching in the 1-st comparison, then the value
of Pr is 0.8. Because Pr ≥ Pa, we further compare the value of F (Pr ∗ k
′) and ǫ. Because
Pr ∗ k
′ is 80, and the probability of F (x ≥ 80) equals 1.64119E-05, which is smaller than ǫ.
It indicates the event that the document pair (D1,D2) is a similar pair is a small probability
event. Thus, we terminal the algorithm and consider current pair is not similar pair.
In Algorithm 2, line 3-8 computes the number of the bins which have equal value, and
the cost is O(k′). Line 11-25 searches the similar document pairs by probability Pr and
F (Pr ∗ k′), the cost is O(1). Assume F (Pr ∗ k′) = ǫ, the inverse function of F is denoted
as F−1, thus Pr = F
−1(ǫ)
k′
. According to the aforementioned theories, Pr =
P−
Ml
k′
∗rl
rl
=
P
rl
− Ml
k′
, we can compute l = logr
P∗k′
F−1(ǫ)+Ml
. Therefore, the total cost of algorithm 2 is
O(k′ ∗ logr
P∗k′
F−1(ǫ)+Ml
).
4.2 Theoretical Analysis of HOPH
In the following section, we will introduce some interesting theoretical analysis of HOPH,
such as the number of match bin, the number of empty bin, the unbiased estimator and so
on.
Assume a+b = 1, r =
a
a+ b
, (a : b)HOPH first divides the whole space V into l+1 group
with length rV , r2V · · · rlV and rl−1(1 − r)V respectively, then divide the corresponding
space evenly into k′ bins, as what is shown in Fig 3. Based on the above assumption,
(a : b)HOPH has the following properties:
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Algorithm 2 (a:b)HOPH Comparison
Input:
(Di,Dj): the input document pair; T : user preferred similarity threshold, k′: bin number of each
group;M: array to store the number of matched bin ; ǫ: error tolerance;
Output:
O: Similar document pairs
1: l=0;M← {0}; P=Pa=T Pr = 0; r =
a
a+ b
;
2: for each l-th group of document pair (Di,Dj) do
3: for each bins in l-th group do
4: Ml=0;
5: if the bin has equal value then
6: Ml++;
7: end if
8: end for
9: l++;
10: Pr =
P −
Ml
k′
rl
rl
;
11: P = Pr ;
12: if Pr < Pa then
13: if F (Pr ∗ k′) > ǫ then
14: Continue;
15: else
16: O ← (Di,Dj) ;
17: Break;
18: end if
19: end if
20: if Pr ≥ Pa then
21: if F (Pr ∗ k′) > ǫ then
22: Continue;
23: else
24: Break;
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
Fig. 3: Hierarchical One Permutation Hashing Construction
Lemma 1 The number of matched bin of (a : b)HOPH is
Nmbh = (
l−1∑
j=1
r
2jNmbj + r
2l−1Nmbl)(l+ 1)
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Proof As shown in Fig 3, assume (a : b)HOPH consists of l+ 1 groups from l different one
permutation hashes, which are evenly divided into k1, k2, · · · , kl respectively.
P (Bmb,i = 1, i ∈ [1,kh]) = P (Bmb,i = 1, i ∈ [1, rk1])
+ P (Bmb,i = 1, i ∈ [rk1 + 1, rk1 + r
2
k2]) + · · ·
+ P (Bmb,i = 1, i ∈ [
l−1∑
j=1
r
j
kj + 1,
l∑
j=1
r
j
kj ])
+ P (Bmb,i = 1, i ∈ [
l∑
j=1
r
j
kj ] + 1,
l∑
j=1
r
j
kj + r
l−1(1− r)kl])
= r
Nmb1
k1
+ r2
Nmb2
k2
+ · · ·+ rl
Nmbl
kl
+ rl−1(1− r)
Nmbl
kl
Since,
P (Bmb,i = 1, i ∈ [1,kh]) =
Nmbh
kh
Then,
Nmbh
kh
= r
Nmb1
k1
+ r2
Nmb2
k2
+ · · ·+ rl−1
Nmbl−1
kl−1
+ rl−1
Nmbl
kl
Since,
kh = (l+ 1)k
′; kj =
k′
rj
We obtain,
Nmbh = (r
2Nmb1
k′
+ r4
Nmb2
k′
+ · · ·+ r2(l−1)
Nmbl−1
k′
+ r2l−1
Nmbl
k′
)(l+ 1)k′
= (r2Nmb1 + r
4Nmb2 + · · ·+ r
2(l−1)Nmbl−1 + r
2l−1Nmbl)(l+ 1)
= (
l−1∑
j=1
r
2jNmbj + r
2l−1Nmbl)(l+ 1)
thus completing the proof.
Lemma 2 The number of empty bin of (a : b)HOPH is
Nebh = (
l−1∑
j=1
r
2jNebj + r
2l−1Nebl)(l+ 1)
Proof Similar to Lemma 1, we can obtain
P (Beb,i = 1, i ∈ [1,kh]) = r
Neb1
k1
+ r2
Neb2
k2
+ · · ·+ rl
Nebl
kl
+ rl−1(1− r)
Nebl
kl
Since,
P (Beb,i = 1, i ∈ [1,kh]) =
Nebh
kh
; kh = (l + 1)k
′; kj =
k′
rj
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We obtain,
Nebh = (r
2Neb1
k′
+ r4
Neb2
k′
+ · · ·+ r2(l−1)
Nebl−1
k′
+ r2l−1
Nebl
k′
)(l+ 1)k′
= (
l−1∑
j=1
r
2jNebj + r
2l−1Nebl)(l+ 1)
thus completing the proof.
Lemma 3 The unbiased estimator of (a : b)HOPH is
Rˆmbh =
l−1∑
j=1
r
j Nmbj
kj −Nebj
+ rl−1
Nmbl
kl −Nebl
Proof Similar to Lemma 1, we can obtain
Rˆmbh = rRˆmb1 + r
2Rˆmb2 + · · ·+ r
lRˆmbl + r
l−1(1− r)Rˆmbl
=
l−1∑
j=1
r
jRˆmbj + r
l−1Rˆmbl
Since,
Rˆmbj =
Nmbj
kj −Nebj
We obtain,
Rˆmbh =
l−1∑
j=1
r
j Nmbj
kj −Nebj
+ rl−1
Nmbl
kl −Nebl
thus completing the proof.
4.3 HOPH for Image Near-duplicate Detection
In term of image near duplicate detection, the construction and comparison method of
HOPH is similar to that of GOPH. Given a image collection, we first extract the visual
word list from each image. In construction stage, we first generate a random permutation
ψ, then apply HOPH scheme recursively divide the whole visual word space two groups in
each iteration. For the front group, we apply permutation ψ to it, and evenly divide the
space into k′ buckets. For the latter group, we further divide the space into two groups
again, if its sub group size is greater than k′. In comparison stage, given two HOPH group,
we gradually compute the similarity between the corresponding group from the first to
the last, and estimate whether the remain part will meet the small probability event or
not. If the remain part will trigger the small probability event, the algorithm terminals
and outputs the result; Otherwise, the fingerprints of the next group will be calculated for
further evaluation.
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5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present results of a comprehensive performance study to evaluate the
efficiency and scalability of the proposed techniques in the paper. In our implementation,
we evaluate the effectiveness of the following Hashing techniques.
– MinWise. Minwish hashing, which is a natural implementation of the method in [2].
– OPH. One permutation hashing, which is a natural implementation of the method in
[11].
– GOPH. The group based one permutation hashing technique proposed in Section 3.3.
– (1:1)HOPH. The hierarchical one permutation hashing whose ratio of a to b equals 1:1.
– (1:2)HOPH. The hierarchical one permutation hashing whose ratio of a to b equals 1:2.
– (2:1)HOPH. The hierarchical one permutation hashing whose ratio of a to b equals 2:1.
Environment Settings. Experiments are run on a PC with Intel i7 6700HQ 2.60GHz
CPU and 16G memory running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. All algorithms in the experiments are
implemented in Java.
Workload. A workload for this experiment consists of 100 input queries, and the preci-
sion, recall and response time are employed to evaluate the performance of the algorithms.
By default, we set the error tolerance e = 10−4, user preferred similarity threshold T = 0.7,
data number V = 60 ∗ 104.
Performance matric. The objective evaluation of the proposed approach is carried
out based on precision and recall. Precision measures the accuracy of the retrieval. It is the
ratio of retrieved documents that are similar to the query.
Precision is the ratio of retrieved images that are relevant to the query image.
Precision =
number of similar documents retrieved
Total number of documents retrieved
Recall measures the robustness of the retrieval. It is defined as the ratio of relevant
images in the database that are retrieved in response to a query.
Recall =
number of similar documents retrieved
Total number of similar documents in dataset
5.1 Evaluation on Text Dataset (FS)
Dataset. Performance of various algorithms are evaluated on real dataset FundSet(FS).
FS is obtained from the large-scale document database of NSFC in which each document
is a NSFC proposal in PDF format. Taking some documents of funds proposal as the data
source.
Evaluating training group number. At first, we try to train the group number of
text document n. Fig.(a) shows that with n increasing, response time is reduced. But the
downtrend slows down and at n = 10 the response time is minimum. It indicates that the
performance cannot be boosted all along with the gradually increasing of n. On the other
hand, as shown in Fig.(b), no matter what value n is, the precision is very high, nearly
100%. Thus, we choose the n = 10 as the default value of GOPH.
Evaluation on different data number. We investigate the response time, precision
and Recall in Fig. against the dataset FS, where other parameters are set to default values.
Fig.(a) depicts the accuracy of GOPH, 1:2HOPH, 1:1HOPH, 2:1HOPH, MinHash and OPH.
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(a) Precision (b) Response time
Fig. 4: Effect of different data number on FS
Obviously, MinHash and OPH have the highest precision. When Data Num is larger than
60 ∗ 104, the growth of precision slows down. Fig.(b) demonstrates that the recall of them
all are climbing with the increasing of Data Num, and there is little difference between
them. Fig.(c) shows that with the increasing of the Data Num, the response time of these 6
algorithms gradually rise. At Data Num = 20∗104, all of the values are in the range between
150 and 250. But when Data Num increases to 100, we can see that the performance of
1:1HOPH and 2:1HOPH are much better than MinHash and OPH. Particularly, 2:1HOPH
has the smallest response time among the algorithms, because the number of filter segments
is the most in 2:1HOPH. On the other hand, 1:1HOPH is most suitable because of the
equilibrium of precision, recall and speed. As above evaluation shown, in the aspect of
efficiency 1:1HOPH is higher than 1:2HOPH. Besides, the response time of 1:1HOPH and
2:1HOPH are almost the same but the precision of 1:1HOPH is higher than the other.
Meanwhile, as the accuracy of GOPH is close to OPH and its response time is two or three
times faster than OPH, we select GOPH and 1:1HOPH to conduct the following comparison
evaluation.
Evaluation on different threshold. Fig.(a) depicts that with the rising of the thresh-
old, the precision of MinHash, GOPH and 1:1HOPH slowly increases. All of them are larger
than 98% when the threshold is larger 0.7. Apparently, the precision of MinHash is little
higher than the precision of 1:1HOPH. Fig.(b) illustrates that the three recalls stay the
same tendency, they are near 100% when the threshold T is larger than 0.8. As shown in
Fig.(c), GOPH, MinHash and 1:1HOPH demonstrate superior performance in comparison
with MinHash and the response time of GOPH and 1:1HOPH decline with the Thresh-
old climbing. Obviously, compared with MinHash and GOPH, 1:1HOPH has the smallest
response time.
Evaluation on Small Probability. Fig.(a) reports the precision of Minhash, GOPH
and 1:1HOPH. Clearly, the precision of MinHash is invariable and the precision of GOPH
and 1:1HOPH grow slowly. All of them are very high, MinHash is nearly 99% and two others
are larger than 98%. Fig.(b) demonstrates the recall of GOPH, MinHash and 1:1HOPH. It
is easy to find there is little difference in recall. All of them gradually increase and are nearly
100% when the error tolerance equals 1.00E-05. In Fig.(c), the performance of 1:1HOPH
is nearly 5 times higher than MinHash. When we change the error tolerance to a smaller
value, the climbing of the performance of GOPH and 1:1HOPH is not obvious.
5.2 Evaluation on Image Dataset (IS)
Dataset. Our empirical studies aim to evaluate the performance of the filter against a
subset of ImageNet datast. ImageNet is the largest image dataset for image processing
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and computer vision. It is organized according to the WordNet hierarchy (currently only
the nouns), in which each node of the hierarchy is depicted by hundreds and thousands of
images. This dataset includes: (1)14,197,122 images; (2)1,034,908 images with bounding box
annotations; (3)1000 synsets with SIFT features; (4)1.2 million images with SIFT features.
We generate a image dataset (IS) by selecting 1 million images from ImageNet. On IS, we
evaluate the precision and efficiency of GOPH, 1:2HOPH, 1:1HOPH, 2:1HOPH, MinHash
and OPH.
Evaluating training group number. Firstly, we try to train the group number n. It is
illustrated by Fig.(a) that with the raising of n, response time is going down gradually. But
the downtrend slows down and at n = 10 the response time is minimum. The performance
cannot be boosted all along with n gradually increasing. On the other hand, as shown in
Fig.(b), with the raising of Data Num, the precision increases step by step with fluctuations,
and at n = 10, it is nearly 99.4%. Hence we choose the n = 10 as the default value of GOPH.
Evaluation on different data number.We evaluate the precision, recall and response
time of these 6 algorithms against IS. The precision is shown in Fig.(a). apparently, all the
precisions fluctuate in the range of 97.1% to 98.7% with the increasing of Data Num and
the precision of MinHash and OPH are higher than others. It is obvious that in Fig.(b)
there is litter difference in recall over these 6 algorithms and all of them are approximate
100% with the number of data increasing. Fig.(c) demonstrates the trends of response time
of MinHash and OPH are almost the same, much higher than the others. Particularly,
2:1HOPH and 1:1HOPH significantly outperform the other 4 algorithms in performance. It
is clear that 1:1HOPH dominates to 2:1HOPH in the aspect of precision but the efficiency
of the former is not lower than the the latter. On the other hand, the response time of
1:2HOPH is higher than 1:1HOPH. Furthermore, the efficiency of GOPH is much higher
than OPH. Therefore, in the evaluation on different threshold and small PR, we compare
the two algorithms mentioned-above and MinHash.
Evaluation on different threshold. The precision of GOPH, MinHash and 1:1HOPH
on difference threshold are shown in Fig.(a). All of the precisions fluctuate in the interval
of 97.9% to 98.7% The precision of MinHash is little higher than 1:1HOPH and GOPH.
As shown in Fig.(b), the recall of these algorithms stay the same tendency. They ascend
gradually when the Threshold increases from 0.5 to 0.7. Fig.(c) tells us that the response
time of GOPH and 1:1HOPH decline step by step but the performance of MinHash re-
mains unchanged. As expected, 1:1HOPH has the best performance among them. When
the Threshold is smaller than 0.8, the response time of 1:1HOPH is less than 13s.
Evaluation on Small Probability. In Fig.(a), we evaluate the precision of GOPH,
MinHash and 1:1HOPH. It is no doubt that the precision of MinHash stay a very high value,
a little higher than the others which slowly raise with the error tolerance increasing from
1.00E-3 to 1.00E-4. After that they are almost invariable. On the other hand, as shown in
Fig.(b) the recall of these algorithms go up moderately and at error tolerance is 1.00E-5
they are nearly 100%. We can see from Fig.(c) that, with the changing of error tolerance,
the performance of MinHash remains the same but the others changed very smoothly. Like
the situation on dataset FS, the performance of 1:1HOPH is much better than two others.
6 Conclusion
The problem of multimedia near duplicate detection is important due to the increasing
amount of multimedia data collected in a wide spectrum of applications. In the paper, we
propose introduce OPH to reduce the costly preprocessing time. Based on OPH, we propose
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GOPH to accelerate the comparison speed. Then, we design a novel hashing method namely
HOPH to further improve the performance. Both GOPH and HOPH can easily extend
to image near duplicate detection. Finally, our comprehensive experiments convincingly
demonstrate the efficiency of our techniques.
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